About us

- Consisting of Volunteers
- Mix of Bachelors and Masters students
- Many from Paderborn, but also from other German cities
What we do Pt 1.

- We represent the students of the computer science and mathematics faculty!
What we do Pt. 2

- Exam archive
- Committee work
- Weekly meetings
- Organize events
- (German) Welcome Week (Bachelors Students)
- Consultation hours
- More on that later...
Reaching us

- Website: fsmi.upb.de
- Our room: E 1.312
- E-Mail: fsmi@upb.de
Exam archive and sample exams

- Some can be found online!
- Some are only available in person, e.g. Oral exams
- You can take pictures and practice
- ...Some exams might be old
- ...Or not available
Events

- Summer: Faculty barbecue
- Winter: Christmas party with hot chocolate and mulled wine
- Chess tournaments: Next week :D
- Poker tournament
- Breakfast with professors
- And more in-between!
Consultation Hours

- Tuesdays and Thursdays: 13:00 - 14:00
- More details coming by mail soon!
Closing words

- We will try to understand your problems: Trouble with lecturer, failing grade, unfair treatment, computer science paperwork, deadlines, ...
- If you have anything on your mind, do not hesitate to contact us
- We have direct ties to professors, committees, lecturers
- We can refer you to the right place
- Collaboration and insight from international students is very welcome!